The Art of Tea Making

Our tea is naturally grown in the high mountains of India, Sri Lanka and the South Caucasus. We handpick each leaf, carefully process and blend it in full accordance with the time-honored traditions. The unique tea of unforgettable taste, rich flavor and exceptionally pure color is created specially for you and your loved ones. Enjoy our tea throughout the entire day.
Exceptional Tea

Our tea is handpicked in the plantations grown in Western Georgia. The tea leaves are grown without herbicides and pesticides and processed without any harmful chemicals or artificial additives. The ecologically pure Rcheuli has exceptional taste, rich flavor and memorable aroma.

Eternal Values

The Georgian Baikhi tea is made from tender green leaves handpicked in mountainous plantations of Guria, Samegrelo and Imereti. They are carefully processed according to classic methods, which determine its well-balanced taste, moderate tanin, rich aroma, bright color and clearness. Our exceptional tea forever remind you of the most precious and memorable moments of your life.
Georgian nature unveiled to us the mystic art of fruit tea making. Since olden times, Georgian fruit has been renowned for its delicate aroma and outstanding taste. With every cup of Gurieli fruit tea, discover juicy golden citrus of the subtropical Kolkhian lowland, bubbly untamed berries of the south Caucasus mountain slopes, and blazing savory fruits from lavish orchards of eastern Georgia.

The unique and endemic species of herbs found in the Alpine and sub-alpine areas, volcanic highlands, deciduous and coniferous forests have withstood the test of centuries and are a living monument of Georgia’s natural and cultural heritage. Due to its holistic qualities, Gurieli Herbal Tea combines natural soothing and stimulating features with a distinct antioxidant function. All the treasures of the Georgian nature are gathered in a single cup for your healthier future.
Touch of the Past, Taste of the Future

It was back in 1809, when the first tea plant was cultivated in Georgia under Mamia V Gurieli, Prince of Guria. That marked the beginning of two hundred years of Georgian tea history. With each cup of overflowing dainty green leaves, treated one at a time, opulent aroma, refined taste, freshness and purity, Prince Gurieli allows you to relish the Georgian tea tradition.

Natural goodness is important to everybody. That is why our tea is demanded abroad and has been exported since 1885. Under the brand name Gurieli Export, it is now finally available at home for your delight. Our quality tea is naturally grown without any pesticides in the western Georgian mountains. We hand-pick each tea leaf and carefully process it without any additives or colouring and blend it with the best quality international tea. Enjoy the natural goodness of Gurieli Export!